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'It's not what you look at that matters, it's what you see.' Henry David Thoreau

THE WILKINS PROJECT
The Wilkins Project is an authentic project-based learning methodology that was developed to meet the needs
of all HILLS students in Years 7 to 10. Recognising that the first years of secondary schooling mark a significant
time in an adolescent’s development, we have created a programme that allows time for exploration of personal
interests, and enables the growth of self-identity.
The programme provides students with an engaging transition to secondary schooling and makes learning more
purposeful and relevant. Through careful planning, educators look to develop the whole student, and strengthen
their capabilities as outlined by the Australian Curriculum.
By offering a range of choices we give students the opportunity to use and discover their God-given strengths,
passions and interests, whilst gaining a sense of achievement, as they look to develop solutions to authentic
problems.
The Wilkins Project ignites a love for learning that will stay with students well beyond their time at the
school, and develop them into life-long learners.

YEAR 7
Students are
introduced to the
project and discover
the historical
information about Sir
Hubert Wilkins. They
present a digital or
verbal presentation of
his life.
Year 7s participate in
the programme for up
to two lessons a week,
following their
passions and
interests.

YEAR 8
Students investigate Sir
Hubert's 'DNA' and how it
can create successful
learners. They are
immersed in an
information session run
by the Hubert Wilkins
Foundation and produce a
photographic collage of
his life.
Year 8s participate in the
programme every
Wednesday for the year,
delving further into their
passions whilst
developing a self-directed
approach to their
learning.

Students are assessed against the General
Capabilities as outlined in the Australian
Curriculum.

YEAR 9
Students investigate
the Scientific
achievements made by
Sir Hubert Wilkins
through a hands-on
approach and
showcase their
understanding through
a presentation format
of their choice.
Year 9s participate in
the programme for 2
sessions a week.

YEAR 10
The final year of the
programme, students
earn SACE credits for
their personal
investigation. As part
of this, Year 10
students make a
pilgrimage to Wilkins
birth place, Mt Bryan.
The students
participate in the
programme with 2
lessons a week then
showcase their
entrepreneurial
project to the school
community.

WHY THE WILKINS PROJECT?
To try and summarise Sir Hubert's career succinctly doesn't honour his
achievements and legacy. However, a sketch is needed.
Sir George Hubert Wilkins (1888-1958) was a South Australian with a thirst
for knowledge and adventure. Born in Mount Bryan East, South Australia, Sir
Hubert entered the world in a small outback cottage. Destined to work the
land, he quenched his thirst for learning and adventure by studying electrical
engineering, geology, music, and photography.
Always willing to learn and push himself beyond his limits Wilkins went to Sydney
and then London as a Newsreelman; he learned to fly and became the first person
to take moving film from an aeroplane. He then spent three years in the Arctic filming an expedition. In 1917 he
was asked to film on the Western Front, and is still the only journalist to receive a medal for bravery -- the Military
Cross.
In 1921 Wilkins was the chief scientist on the Quest, Sir Ernest Shacklton's last expedition. As an experienced
naturalist, he headed a collecting expedition for the British Museum in North Eastern Australia.

THE WILKINS
PROJECT TIMELINE

In 1928, Wilkins with his pilot Ben Eielson, were the first to fly an aeroplane across the Arctic Ocean, and the first to
fly a plane in Antarctica . He was by then one of the most famous men in the world. In 1931, having purchased a
submarine from the US Navy for $1, he fitted it out to explore the Arctic waters using scientific equipment.
He kept expanding the limits of knowledge about polar conditions and more, for the rest of his life. From the early
1940s he was a consultant to the US Armed Forces. After he died (1958), his ashes were scattered at the North
Pole -- an extraordinary honour.
It is clear Sir Hubert displays the character traits we recognise as integral to learning at HILLS.
Curiosity, Creativity, Risk-taking, Thinking, Mateship, Adventure and Leadership.

THE HILLS MODEL OF THINKING

What is the hardest task
in the world?
To think.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
ON SIR HUBERT
WILKINS OR
HILLS

Go to: www.wilkinsfoundation.org.au

